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Abstract: - Based upon the digitizing technology, computer applications play roles in many ways to
contribute toward our industries, such as publication, mobile learning, and specified communication. The
ship design and manufacturiThe Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic (FRP) have characteristics of qualities to be
light, intensity and does not rust or erode easily, often uses on the yacht, the skiff, the fishery or the special
use vessel. The economic output value and total length of Taiwanese yacht are the top five of the world,
which accounts for above 80% belongs to the FRP vessel. Obviously, the FRP vessel manufacturing in the
shipbuilding aspect are in a pivotal status.
This research applied the digitizing technique of 3D design, the special customizing of 3D embryonic
form the research and development motor skiff carried on the hull computation, the propulsion system and
the still water performance analysis and so on, the experiment corrects the optimization vessel design
model. Then, by ways of the CAD/CAM system, 3D of the hull chart the outstanding design, the lofting
will draw up the hull cross section, the longitudinal section and the horizontal section. Compiling various
sectional drawings to form the computer numerical control machine (CNC) programming language, That
produced various types cross section core of wood plate, by the way of computer numerical control cutting
with machine center. Setting up the above plate, and smooth the shape, the basis, attrition polishing and
surface processing, completes the vessel wooden pattern prototype. Then delivers the original FRP mold
after the wooden pattern prototype, by the vacuum the basic way completes manufacture of the power
speed boat hull. Finally, after the installation of vessel and the dynamic system disposition finished,
accuracy of the launching test run confirmation computation theory and the 3D design practice, in order to
help entering the step research and development design.
This research is conducted by National Kaohsiung Marine University department of naval architecture,
during one year and six month teaching regulation, we had completed research and development of practice
experience the length 9 meters motor skiff, not only originates the domestic school, researches and
develops precedent of self-reliantly the manufacture motor skiff, also provides FRP of straggling parameter
and the improvement direction the vessel 3D design manufacture.
Keywords: fiberglass reinforced plastic, CAD/CAM, 3D design, skiff.
theory and the practice processing, completes
confirmation of the ship model practice, the
construction best lines of hull and deck.
For the reasons of connecting the vessel designing
and manufacturing, must around the consistent system
regulation idea, this research as far as possible draw
close to the Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic (FRP)
Shipyard all projects and the procedure. Starts from the
vessel wooden pattern manufacture, is made the FRP
mother mold by the wooden pattern again, as well as

1 Introduction
Based upon the digitizing technology, computer
applications play roles in many ways to contribute
toward our industries, such as publication [1], mobile
learning [2][3], and specified communication [4][5].
This research’s main purposes hope to get the best
approach in designing and manufacturing motor skiff by
applying digitizing technology. Design the body form
using the 3D design way, carries on the hull to analysis
the computation, and by ways of the numerical control
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accumulates the level (SCRIMPT) way using the
vacuum to carry on manufacture of the vessel.

Table 1 Block coefficient (Cb)
L

B

D

6.9004m

1.790m

0.2m

0.1104

▽
3

Cb

2 The hull computation and analysis

0.2 WL

0.2728 m

Vessel’s first modeling derives from designer or ship
owner's conception. This design of vessel’s basic
concept is to take the latest fashion, the best streamline
and warm style as the main demand. After the
construction, conforms to 3D of vessel model’s concept,
carries on procedure of the following hull computation
again (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

0.4 WL

1.3265 m3

0.4m

0.2684

0.5WL

3

0.5m

0.3329

0.6 WL

3

2.8493 m

0.6m

0.3844

0.8WL

4.5888 m3

0.8m

0.4643

2.0562 m

2.2 Amidships section coefficient (Cm)
Cm=Am/(B*D)

(2)

where Am is the amidships section area
B is molded breadth
D is molded draft
Cm used to express that amidships section area
ratio about molded breadth and molded draft. This
coefficient is very close regarding the ship
seaworthiness and the resistance relations, the showing
of coefficient is depicted as Table 2 Amidships section
coefficient [7].
Figure 1 3D designing of the vessel.

Table 2 Amidships section coefficient (Cm)

Figure 2 cheerful disposition of the vessel.

Am

B

D

Cm

0.2 WL

0.111135 m2

1.790m

0.2m

0.3104

0.4 WL

0.419076 m2

0.4m

0.5853

0.5WL

0.587266 m2

0.5m

0.6561

0.6 WL

0.758240 m2

0.6m

0.7059

0.8WL

1.108876 m2

0.8m

0.7743

2.3 Water plane area coefficient (Cw)

The hull form Coefficients affect performance of
the vessel whole dynamic property is really great. Some
basic block coefficients are as follows [6].

Cw=Aw/(B*L)

(3)

Where Aw is water plane area
B is molded breadth
L is length between perpendiculars

2.1 Block coefficient (Cb)
By using the Cb value defined in equation (1) :
Cb=▽/(L*B*D)

Table 3: Water plane area coefficient（Cw）

(1)

Aw

Where ▽ is the ship volume of displacement
L is length between perpendiculars
B is molded breadth
D is molded draft
In this equation, The Cb value encircles the
rectangular volume, It is really important because of
high influence in hull resistance. Table 1 summarizes
the characteristics of block coefficient.
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B

L

Cw

1.790m

6.904m

0.251077

0.2 WL

3.101236 m2

0.4 WL

2

6.397703 m

0.517961

0.5WL

7.267533 m2

0.58838

0.6 WL

8.609733 m2

0.697048

0.8WL

2

0.706275

8.723706 m
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Multiply water plane area by mold wide and length
between perpendiculars to get the coefficients. It is
encircle ratio of the rectangular area, showing as Table 3
water plane coefficient.
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product namely for water line under displacement. The
longitudinal center of buoyancy (L.C.B.) is X axis’s
barycenter of the area [7][8].

2.4 The prismatic coefficient (Cp)
Cp=▽/(Am *L)

Figure 4 the computation under the water line the cross
profile accumulates

(4)

Where ▽ is the ship volume of displacement
Am is the amidships section area
L is length between perpendiculars
The volume of displacement to water line by amidships
section area and length between perpendiculars to get
prismatic coefficient. Longitudinal Distribution of
situation influence residual resistance is very important.
Table 4 the prismatic coefficients.

Figure 5 various water lines the cross profile
Figure 4 is take the 0.8WL water line graphical
representation, Figure 5 is the example under various
water lines the cross profile product, Figure 6 water
plane areas, Table 5 various water lines the cross profile
accumulates the comparative, Table 6 various water
plane area.

Table 4: The prismatic coefficients（Cp）
Am
0.2 WL

L

Cp

6.904m

0.355729

▽
2

0.111135 m

2

3

0.2728 m

3

0.4 WL

0.419076 m

1.3265 m

0.458712

0.5WL

0.587266 m2

2.0562 m3

0.507392

0.6 WL

2

0.758240 m

3

2.8493 m

0.544574

0.8WL

1.108876 m2

4.5888 m3

0.599711

Table 5 the comparative table of water lines that
cross profile to accumulate
FP

0.8
WL
0.021

0.6
WL
－

0.4
WL
－

0.314
WL
－

0.3
WL
－

0.2
WL
－

3 The lines of hull form computation

9

0.168

0.047

－

－

－

－

To mock up a new type of full-scale vessel can start
from the stern to schedule AP, 1, 2, 3, to FP cross
section. Than calculates whether to meet the design
demand [7][8]. The vessel graph is drawing as figure 3.

8

0.363

0.166

0.035

0.007

0.005

－

7

0.553

0.301

0.099

0.044

0.037

0.004

6

0.713

0.423

0.166

0.088

0.078

0.021

5

0.841

0.525

0.23

0.132

0.118

0.042

4

0.938

0.606

0.291

0.17

0.154

0.061

3

1.012

0.669

0.341

0.206

0.187

0.079

2

1.066

0.718

0.382

0.241

0.219

0.095

1

1.105

0.754

0.414

0.272

0.249

0.111

AP

1.13

0.779

0.439

0.296

0.273

0.125

Unit：m²

Figure 3 vessel graph
Through a series of drawing steps, under various
water lines the volume of displacement. The body plan
will duplicate originally first, duplicates the water line
from the baseline BL displacement. Delete topside and
cancel underneath above the area. Want to complete
cross section of the AP~FP according to this method.
Seeks integral of area various water planes, makes the
area by the cartography or the Simpson’s integration the
integral to obtain the draining water volume. Draining
water volume and sea water density 1.025 Ton/m ³
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Table 6 various water line area of the cross profile.
Area
（AC）

0.8
WL
8.784
m²

0.6
WL
7.92
m m²

0.4
WL
6.674
m²

0.314
WL
5.508
m²

0.3
WL
5.356
m²

Table 7 the volume of displacement and
displacement and L.C.B.

0.2
WL
3.279
m²

L＝6.706m

In the Descartes Cartesian-coordinate system, the
plan cross profile curve (Section area curve), its Y value
area of value for the cross profile, X value water line of
for under the various cross sections the area, will
plotting in order and asks its integral, then obtains
volume of displacement by the cross profile integral, its
quantity leaves barycenter of the X value is the L.C.B.
value [8]. Under various water lines volume of
displacement by the cross profile to the ordinate axis,
namely:

∫

l

0

AC ⋅ dl
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0.8
WL

0.6
WL

0.4
WL

0.314
WL

0.3
WL

0.2
WL

▽A
C

4.477
m³

2.799
m³

1.324
m³

0.796
m³

0.721
m³

0.289
m³

△A
C

4.589
ton

2.869
ton

1.357
ton

0.816
ton

0.738
ton

0.296
ton

L.C.
B.

2.251
m

2.080
m

1.823
m

1.693
m

1.674
m

1.484
m

Likewise, in the Descartes Cartesian-coordinate
system, drawing lengthwise section curve (buttock area
curve), X value area of value for the water plane, in
order splits out each spot, asks its integral again, then
obtains volume of displacement by the water plane
integral, its quantity leaves barycenter of the Y axis is
the KB value. Under various water lines volume of
displacement by the cross profile to the abscissa axis [9],
namely:

(5)

AC is cross profile area, l for wants length of the
integral, Figure 7 is volume of displacement
computation and Figure 8 various water lines volume of
displacement chart at 0.8WL.

WL

∫

0

AW ⋅ d y

(6)

AW is water plane area. WL is the altitude of water
lines, Figure 9 the volume of displacement computation
in lengthwise section. Figure 10 the volume of
displacement in lengthwise section and Table 8 the
comparison between two type displacements and KB.

Figure 7 the volume of displacement Computation

Figure 9 the volume of displacement computation in
lengthwise section

Figure 8 the volume of displacement under the cross
profile
While integral length is 6.706 meters and
displacement is 800Kgs. Then, the position of water line
is 0.314 meters. The longitudinal center of buoyancy
(L.C.B.) is probably being away from ship after
1.693meters. Table 7 the volume of displacement and
displacement, and L.C.B.
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Figure 10 the volume of displacement in lengthwise
section
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Figure 11 the ship model confirmation
Table 8 the comparison between two type
displacements and KB.
▽AW
△AW
KB

0.8
WL
4.489
m³
4.601
ton
0.500
m

0.6
WL
2.814
m³
2.884
ton
0.391
m

0.4
WL
1.351
m³
1.385
ton
0.271
m

0.314
WL
0.819
m³
0.839
ton
0.214
m

0.3
WL
0.743
m³
0.762
ton
0.204
m

0.2
WL
0.311
m³
0.319
ton
0.135
m

Therefore, different outcome may result in
crosswise and the longitudinal draining water volume
by the integral direction. But value of these two volume
must be similar, i.e. (▽AC/▽AW) must draw close in 1,
if draws close in 1, indicated that calculates the draining
water volume to be unmistakable, Table 9 volume of
displacement check list.

Figure 12 vessel general arrangements

Table 9 volume of displacement check list
0.8WL
0.6WL
0.4WL
0.314WL
0.3WL
0.2WL

▽AC（m³）
4.477
2.799
1.324
0.796
0.721
0.289

▽AW（m³）
4.489
2.814
1.351
0.819
0.743
0.311

▽AC/▽AW≒1
0.997
0.995
0.980
0.972
0.970
0.929

4 The ship model confirmation and the construct
license engineering design
Undergoes the above hull computation according to the
application engineering plat, meets the design demand
after truly, then carries on of tank experiment the scaleddown, like Figure 11 is 1:27 the ship model
confirmation.
After ship model confirmation performance
unmistakable, is begins to draw up the application
vessel to construct according to needs the design
drawing [10][11][12]. Figure 12 is the vessel general
arrangement, Figure 13 is the vessel graph as well as
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Figure 13 the lines drawing
5 Vessel mold design development and system
process analysis
This research aim makes a motor skiff actually,
using the wooden pattern manufacture, makes up the
earth, the attrition, the grounding and the capsule gives
polishing to wax again, FRP accumulates the level in
matching to make the technology, gives strengthens the
material reinforcement, then recasts the FRP mother
mold. Carry on the SCRIMP technology using the
mother mold the product level, picks the one-sided mold
vacuum to pour into the formation way to produce the
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basic body form, gives the compartment again and
vertically and horizontally to strengthens the material
[13][14][15].
In the research period main system process,
contains the hull computer plan and the lofting, the ship
timber placement, and the hull basic cross section
combination, the cross section and the keel imposition,
the angle section attachment system, the hull puts in
order along the attrition, the wooden pattern basis and
the surface treatment, keeps off the wave strip
manufacture [16][17], FRP to accumulate the level and
so on. In the hull part, like Figure 14 is mold 3D breaks
the kneading board CNC cutting design, Figure 15 the
hull 3D mold design as well as Figure 16 and Figure 17
is completes system of regulation the drawing of
patterns the hull wooden pattern, the FRP mother mold
to the hull.

Wei-Yuan Dzan, Hung-Jen Yang, Hsueh-Chih Lin

Figure 15 hull 3D mold design

Figure 16 ship timber placement and cross section
assembly

Figure 17 the hull vacuum accumulates the level
work and the hull end product
Design of system regulation part in the deck, is
approximately similar with the hull system regulation,
must pass through like Figure 18 the deck mold CNC
design as well as like Figure 19 and Figure 20
completes system of regulation the drawing of patterns
the deck wooden pattern, the FRP mother mold to the
deck.

Figure 14 mold 3D breaks the kneading board
CNC cutting design

Figure 18 deck mold CNC design
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will be the ship heavy equilibrium shape, will launch to
try as well as Figure 23 is the ship's speed confirmation
and the dynamical equilibrium test.

Figure 19 deck cross section and angle section
localization assembly
Figure 21 vessel equipment and dynamic system
disposition

Figure 22 the vessel equipment and the power
disposition completes

Figure 20 the deck vacuum accumulates the level
work and the deck end product
6 The vessel equipment, the thrust power analysis
and tries in equipment part matching the ships
hardware and the FRP equipment
In the power aspect, uses the outboard machine to take
of propulsion system the vessel. Design of scale and a
ship's speed horsepower computation this plan vessel,
besides the proper attention to both theory confirmation,
should also take into consideration the shipbuilding
practice assets energy and the application[18][19]. Like
Figure 21 is the vessel equipment and the dynamic
system disposition as well as Figure 22 is the vessel
equipment and the power completes the disposition.
This research receives except the vessel length
scale limits, the ship's speed also establishes about 20, if
may push by ”大隅三彥” empirical formulas estimates
calculates the main engine horsepower. The preliminary
checking calculation obtains 40 horsepower main
engines to be possible to achieve our ship's speed
[10][21].

BHP = 1.45 ⋅ β ⋅ ∆1.14 ⋅ VS
VS = LWL

0.5

1.611

⋅ (BHP β )

0.621

β = 1.12 − 0.0048LWL ≤ 1

LWL

0.806

(1.259 ⋅ ∆ )
0.708

Figure 23 the launch and tries
7 The analysis of ship stability
The form of the hull has been completely re-designed. It
can further analyze, whether or not the stability is
achieving standards, mainly by using the righting arm
and the ships meta centric height. Basically, the
estimation has been computed when the linear shape
was designed, but shall further be confirmed by a more
complete computation.
Stability refers to incline and whether or not the
ships straight strength can be restored. Stability is
considered fine when the ships straight strength is
restorable, otherwise not.
Maintaining a frequently straight hull at sea is
difficult often because of forces such as wind and waves
act at angles upon the hull. Therefore, when designing,
knowledge of the ships stability must be determined in
advance so that the ships design will safely deal with
these external forces.

(7)
(8)
(9)

Where BHP is brake horsepower Ps
D is displacement tons
Vs is design ship's speed knots

7.1 The basic definition of ships stability and
discussion of GM and GZ values.

If take 0.3M as the load draught, the coordinate
formula calculated the speed is 28.7066 knots. Than
take 0.4M as the load draught, then formula 19.62 knots
this ship's speed for ship in full speed, and the volume
of displacement calculates the value for the even
loading situation, therefore before the launch, must
assign ship's weight to the molded draft surface and the
full load water line parallel, will prevent L and the
center of gravity will not be distorted, after Figure 36

ISSN: 1991-8747

1. Centre of Buoyancy (C.B.)
The Center of Buoyancy (C.B.) refers to the hulls
volume centre below the waterline, which is the
centralized buoyancy action point.
2. Centre of Gravity (C.G.)
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The Center of Gravity refers to the barycenter of the
entire ship, which is also the centralized gravity action
point.
3. Displacement (△)
Displacement: In some situations, the ship's entire
weight is equal to its water displacement.
4. The initial transverse meta centre of hull
When a ship floating, balanced on the water surface,
with a certain waterline, tilts over, within a small angle
(7 – 10°), because of the influence of external forces,
the Buoyancy Action Line at this time and the one when
floating intersect at one point, 'M'. This point is
regarded as the Cross Meta Centre of the certain
waterline.

M = △ • (BM - BG) SinΦ

7.3 The estimate of initial stability
A ships hull is directed by gravity, resulting in gravity
force and a barycentre, and floats evenly on the surface
of the water, resulting in the buoyancy and its center.
When the hull is under the influence of external forces
and inclines, the relative position of the buoyancy centre
and the barycentre will be changed and a moment of
force will be formed. When the external force is
removed, the tendency of the ship returning to the
original position is called Stability, showed as figure 25
the former initial stability.

When the ship is afloat and static on still-leveled water
there is a mutual offset of hydraulic pressure around the
ship. As long as there are no other exogenic processes at
work, the hull strength is affected only by buoyancy and
gravity.

Figure 24 the Schematic drawing of transverse initial
stability.
Because the hull is symmetrical, the buoyancy
action and cross-profile median lines are in
superposition, which are also vertical to the upright
waterline. When the hull comes under an external force,
leading to a small lateral tilt within 7 – 10°, because
ships commonly have two sides nearby the water line in
an erect state, there is an intersection around the crossprofile median and the two laminated wood Y-Y water
lines where the WOW1 and LOL1 lines may be
regarded as equal, showed as figure 24 the Schematic
drawing of transverse initial stability.
Based on the above phenomenon, and the definition
of the initial cross meta centre of the hull (when there is
a small lean within 7 – 10°), the ship takes an incline
with the initial cross meta centre M as the turning pivot.
Therefore, the M spot may be regarded as a fixed
point, and the intersection point of the buoyancy action
lines for each different inclination angle. Is the swing
radii, the sizes of which are very much related to the
stability of hull, this is also called the Stable Radius
(Meta Centric Radius.) When the ship inclines, the
buoyancy and gravity action lines are not on the same
line and form a moment of force: M.

ISSN: 1991-8747

(11)

If the GM is a positive value (also when the G spot
is underneath the M spot), when the ship inclines by a
small angle, there is a stabilizing moment of force.
When the GM value has been raised, the stabilizing
moment of force raised. We therefore use the GM value
as a measuring standard of the hulls' initial cross meta
centre, calling it the Meta centric Height.

7.2 Significance of the transverse initial stability

M = △ • GZ = △ • GM Sin Φ
or

Wei-Yuan Dzan, Hung-Jen Yang, Hsueh-Chih Lin

Figure 25 the former initial stability.
Righting moment =Δ×GZ = Δ×GM sin Φ

(12)

As to the aspect of the ships' stability appraisal, the
datum confirms if the hull itself has enough righting
force to resist the tilt result from external forces. Light
loading and full loading situations are mainly used as
appraisal standards.
The main parameters for the stability appraisal is the
vertical center of gravity height (VCG), and the ships'
estimated full loaded VCG is according to the gravity
height hypothesis from experience.
Empirical formula is of main deck at a 90% height,
during a 'Light Loaded' status (removing the four
passengers and leaving only the driver and a crew). But,
in this vessel, the center of gravity height is lower, while
its VCG is located in a main deck height range of 70 –
80% (0.8 – 0.9m office).
7.4 Equilibrium of Ships
A freely floating ship in still water frequently has to
bear two, joint roles: buoyancy attained through its
central role in upward buoyancy and also through a
focus on downward gravity. If the ship is to attain a state
of equilibrium these must be within equally sized bands,
and the contrary role that of a vertical line.

(10)
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7.5The influence of ship initial meta centric height
and selection

Besides the center of gravity position, the width of
the ship can have the largest affect on GM value. All
ships can improve upon stability sufficiency by
broadening the width in reconstruction.
Generally, a ships' GM value is based on the ship
being in a 'still water' state of equilibrium but, how ships
navigate in real time is in relation to the size of each and
every wave.
According to experiments, a ships' GM value is
determined by where the wave is located along with
changes in the ships' speed. When a ship is in a high
position, in relation to the wave, its value reduces. In a
trough, the value slightly increases, as does the speed,
according to the size of the wave. The higher the wave,
the lower the ships value is at critical points. If the
ships' value drops below a point at which it is capable of
repair, security is undermined.
If the ship is traveling in the direction of the seas
waves, the ships' speed is close to that of the waves'
velocity, the hulls' stern is flatter with the wave and
more contact is made. This creates an increased
opportunity for the ship.
For ships stability datum, ships would be guaranteed
security if waves' foundations could be established.
Waves are an extremely anomalous natural phenomenon
though, and at present, the factors cannot be fathomed.
For now, in light of this, still water is the general,
accepted standard, showed as figure 26 static
equilibrium tests and figure 27 dynamical equilibrium
tests.

The ships' initial meta centric height is related to the
hull shape, as well as the structure form, loading
situation, and the weight distribution. The size of this
value has the following influences on ships:
1. Large value merit: A ship with a higher value may be
called a High Stability Ship (Stiff Ship).
(1) Has an easy hull immersion and the cargos
migration situation maintains a stable hull.
(2) Has a nimble and functional hull in response to
waves, the hull Rolling is consistent with waves
and therefore waves will not easily affected the
upper deck.
2. The GM large value shortcomings:
(1) The hull roll angle speed is big and the cycle is
small making the personnel uncomfortable.
(2) The lateral deformation stress of the hull is larger.
(3) Hull rolling is easy and, synchronized with the
waves, becomes increasingly fierce.
(4) Cargo and ballast are less stable.
3. The GM Small value merits: A low value ship is
called a Low Stability Hull (Tender Ship).
(1) The hull roll angle speed is slow and the cycle is
big therefore the personnel are more comfortable.
(2) The lateral deformation stress of the hull is small.
(3) It is harder for the hull to roll and synchronize
with the waves.
(4)Less hull rolling means less risk to the cargo.
4. GM Minor problems:
(1) After hull immersion or cargo migration, the hull
stress heightens.
(2) Waves easily affect the upper deck.
(3) Hull rolling is less but when combined with
wave synchronization; the risk to the hull is
larger.
(4)It is easy to create an oversized inclination angle.
To ensure a ship that has a suitable GM value, the
following considerations apply:
(1)The ship should have a suitable GM value to
prevent the hull from possible capsizing, due to
too much tilting, when injured and flooding.
(2) Should have a suitable GM value to avoid
passengers in the sides or upper deck from
experiencing oversized inclination angles.
(3) Should have a GM value that prevents oversized
inclination angles in the case of strong
crosswinds.
(4) Should have a suitable GM value that can adapt
to freighters different loading situations.
(5) Should have a GM value that prevents in high
speed a change in the play of incline.
(6)The ships' GM value should prevent capsizing
due to the hull leaning into waves during rolling.
The GM value is setup according to the ship's type,
use, region of operation and route. This decides its size
and displacement and is extremely close, but not in
direct relation to, its cubic proportions and that of the
water planes area width.
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Figure 26 static equilibrium tests

Figure 27 dynamical equilibrium tests
7.6 Ships in great inclination angle time stability
'Great Inclination Angle Stability' is the name given
to a ships' stability performance when a ships' stress is
7 – 10° above the inclination angle.
Ships experience two states of motion in the great
inclination angle: a lateral tilt of the non-angular speed
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change and an encircling lateral tilt of the non-angular
speed change, a moving and statically stable category,
respectively.
When discussing ship stability earlier, the water
lines two sides being almost erect and the intersection
incline being around the two cross profile median water
lines, the laminated wood agreement shape volume may
be regarded as being in equal supposition downward to
it.
If a ship is near the great inclination angle incline
then the water line nearby the two sides cannot be
regarded as being erect and intersects the incline in and
around the cross profile median line two water lines.
The laminated wood agreement shape volume also
cannot be regarded as equal.
The buoyancy action line with the spot must not be
fixed in the great inclination angle with Mth in the
median line. Thus, the weight in the ships' most
important stable performance value factor must no
longer be equal to Sin Φ.
When in the great inclination angle, the ship should
not continue to use its habitually used stable weight
standard GZ, but should straighten up the arm of the GZ
force value under each and every different inclination
angle to express it, showed as figure 28 the full load and
dynamical equilibrium test.

Displacement=2.0(ton) ，VCG=0.8(m)
Max Right Arm= 301.019mm @ 36 degree
Figure 30 the righting moment curve at Light load
situation (VCG=0.8m)
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Figure 31 the righting moment curve at Light load
situation (VCG=0.7m)
8 Conclusions
This study demonstrated a way using digital technique
to foster ship design. The major contributions of
digitizing technology are 3D design system, CAD/CAM,
and CNC. After one-and-a-half year vessel research and
development process, participates research and
development of team member this research, mood all
sorts of feelings, and very subtle unusual. Because of a
vessel's research and development work, confirms
finally completes, the mood feels relieved. However the
research and development team in the vessel design and
the research and development process, overcomes
difficulties which and the setback all bitter experiences
arrive, the members prepares feeling infinite gratified
and the unpleasantness, is completing. It shall be
grateful as a personal favor thought. That all laborious is
worth.
Looks back on this research in the process, can
precise vessel design manufacture each project, gives
the division of labor and cooperation, of learning
capability and the quality. The research offered a subject
to affirmation. Specially, at the beginning of this vessel
design research and development, the teamwork started
from zero to success. The knowledge base can rely only.
We believe in our ability can solve any problem.
Include knowledge ability and faith in the shipbuilding.
Established this shipbuilding process has studied a
successful foundation.
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Figure 28 the full load and dynamical equilibrium test
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Displacement=2.0(ton) ，VCG=0.9(m)
Max Right Arm= 242.237mm @ 36 degree
Figure 29 the righting moment curve at full load
situation.
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